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INVESTMENT REPORT
Blitzscaling Ventures Monthly Analysis of Top Firm Deals

Blitzscalable Companies Announcing
Investment Rounds in May

May Deal
Statistics

Total Deals Announced

152

Follow-On Investments

78

Initial Investments

74

B2B

86

B2C

60

Possible Candidates

15

Added to our Watch list

4

Rounds over $100M

28
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Contractbook, Inc. - 82/100
Collaborative contracts for the rest of us

Round Size

$30 Million

Investment Series

Series B

Noted Investors

Bessemer

Location

Copenhagen, Hovedstaden, Denmark

Total Raised

$43.2 Million

Docusign was founded in 2003 when government policy made electronic signatures legally binding. But viral
growth didn’t kick in the past decade, when lawyers gradually became comfortable with digital signing; a rare case
of government policy leading a tech trend instead of reacting to it.
Digital signing addressed a large pain point, but ContractBook solves a much larger problem. Contracting starts
long before it is time to sign, and those of us familiar with the process don’t particularly enjoy the trail of emails
with black-lined revisions.
There are a host of contract lifecycle management products in the world today, creating a fragmented market
serving the global 2000. So why are we even discussing the company in a Blitzscaling newsletter? Because
ContractBook is bringing collaborative contracting to the SMB market with a simpler UX and reasonable pricing,
and its working. Bessemer led an A round last fall, and Tiger Global preempted the B round in Q1.
In scoring, this is enterprise SAAS and does well on scaling, margins, and market. Let’s focus on the first two
elements: winner-take-most & distribution. The product is viral for sure. Not insanely viral, but each contract is
between two parties, so each customer will bring new ones to the table every time they use it. We scored it a 9/10
for distribution.
Regarding Docusign’s lock on the market - we have seen several Docusign clones in our daily life just this year.
Price sensitive customers are seeking alternatives, leaving the SMB market in particular quite vulnerable.
ContractBook will also have stronger customer lock-in. Contracts require collaboration, and customers will
choose the software everyone feels most comfortable using. It is akin to the difference between recording a video
of yourself, vs having a video conference. We tend to choose the video conference everyone else knows and
trusts. So a 9/10 for winner-take-most as well. A strong showing for this Copenhagen-based Blitzscaler!
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Rally - 85/100

Rally enables buying and selling of fractional shares in collectible assets,
enabling anyone to invest in one-of-a-kind collectibles.

Round Size

$30 Million

Investment Series

Series B

Noted Investors

Accel

Location

New York, New York, USA

Total Raised

$109 million

Shake a tree in any startup ecosystem and a bevy of blockchain entrepreneurs will fall out. Before you can
get away, a large percentage of them will pitch you on software that can divide the value of a large,
valuable asset into small tradable pieces. Sound like a stock market? Sure does, and we all know that stock
markets have VERY strong network effects as liquidity, selection and market pricing are so important to the
participants. So these entrepreneurs are onto something big, but good luck to the investor that tries to
pick the winner amongst the thousands at the seed stage. The winner really takes most, and to this day,
there are very few stock markets of scale in the world.
Rally chose to chop up high value collectibles into more tradeable chunks. Think of it as a stock split. They
envision a day that you can buy a fraction of a Babe Ruth rookie card, divide it up as you see fit, and buy
sell or hold those pieces for as long as you like. They actually take possession of the collectible without
owning it. So if you happen to have one, you can hand it to Rally and they will let you sell a percentage of it
to their marketplace of voracious collectors.
We love this because not only are the network effects a 10/10, so is the distribution. Buyers are sellers and
sellers are buyers, and the collectors are highly social within their category. We took some points off for
product market fit, mostly because it is early, and for margin and scalability, because they need to take
possession of these collectibles and store them which takes money and labor.
After a $30M B round, and with backing from Accel, we expect Rally to consolidate its lead and outdistance
their competitors, of which we suspect there are many.
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Skiff- 87/100

Skiff is a privacy-first collaboration platform with expiring links, secure
workspaces, and password protection.

Round Size

$3.7 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

Sequoia Capital

Location

San Francisco, California, USA

Total Raised

$3.7 Million

The Google Suite is software-non-grata for much of the world because it isn’t private and secure enough
for certain segments. Healthcare, banking, government, a substantial user base is left wanting for basic
collaborative productivity tools. So Sequoia participated in a seed round for Skiff, which aims to create the
G-suite for anyone who doesn’t like the idea of Google knowing each and every ket stroke.
Clearly this is a highly viral product (collaboration is at its core). So a 10/10 for distribution. Further, there
are strong lock-in effects that accrue as users become accustomed to collaborating safely on Skiff and
they accumulate their documents in a directory on Skiff becoming locked-in forever.
Is this market really big enough? We had a healthy debate internally, with inconclusive results. Chris is
highly skeptical, Scott thinks it’s big. We will have to talk to the company to understand their thinking on
TAM. Is the product market fit good? It normally isn’t great yet at the seed stage, and we wonder if privacy
and security are a sufficient differentiator for adoption.
So, some work to do on this one but could be another Blitzscaler for Sequoia with a very high score of 87.
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Poparazzi- 93/100
Poparazzi is a photo sharing app where users can create social profiles of
their friends.

Round Size

$20 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Benchmark

Location

Marina Del Rey, California, USA

Total Raised

$20 Million

Here comes another high-scoring social media company! This time it is Poparazzi, which rocketed to the
top of the app store in late May. Their product is a mirror-image of Snap and Instagram which focus on
Selfies. Poparazzi turns the use-case around by socializing pictures of your friends. Users tag their friends
in photos of them, and then invite them to join the network.
You can imagine the Sand Hill Road feeding frenzy that ensued this burst of downloads. Any time a social
media app shows signs of becoming mainstream, it is chum in the water for all the top-tier firms. For this
one, Benchmark was the winner, and with $20M Poparazzi has enough cash in the bank to be dangerous.
If you have read past newsletters, you know that the only points deducted for young social networks are
product market fit. No exception here as Poparazzi has a 10/10 on every other metric. But the score is
often a red herring. Many social networks that burst to prominence drift into obscurity as the novelty
wears off, sort of like a video game. It is the rare one that becomes a long term staple in the world’s daily
app diet.
Remember when we were all competing to be the Mayor of a pizza joint in FourSquare? Or more recently,
the massive hype of Clubhouse in 2020? Will Poparazzi be Instagram? Benchmark is betting they will, and
only time and great execution will tell.
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